Abstract: An algorithm based on the generation for baseline path is proposed in this paper. Making use of it, the original baseline path can be generated randomly and automatically. In respect of traversing the basic path group, the algorithm introduces the method of depth-first search to avoid storing more information of branch node and decrease the time of linear traversal. Using the column with S-node with no in-degree and the row with E-node with no out-degree, the case of nodes' value and the number of value cases are stored for reducing the waste in storage. Furthermore, giving priority to the behind path-node when generating a path, the time of judgment for loops is effectively reduced. Theoretical analysis and experimental results show that this new algorithm has an advantage over the original Baseline Method in efficiency and space complexity of the test path generation. The average space complexity is decreased from O(n) to O(log n) , and the time complexity is also reduced to a certain extent.
INTRODUCTION
The nature of software testing is to determine a set of test cases for something which needs be tested and execute the test cases to find bugs in software. There are two basic methods which can be used to identify test cases, functional testing (also known as black-box testing) [1] [2] [3] and structural testing (also known as white-box testing) [4] [5] [6] . Therefore, the technology of test data generation is usually divided into function-oriented [7, 8] and structure-oriented [9, 10] test data generation technology.
The question of generating the path based on the criterion (remembered as Q p ) is defined as: For a given coverage criterion C, how to generate path P which is set to achieve the coverage requirements described as C in the structural testing.
As there is an executable path P for each test data d , the criterion been used to describe the adequacy of test data also apply to test path, and the same in semantics, i.e.
C(m, D) = true ! C(m, P) = true .
There are two coverage criteria in structural testing: Control-flow coverage [11] [12] [13] and Data-flow coverage [14] [15] [16] . The control-flow coverage criterion is chiefly discussed in this paper.
RELATED WORK
The control-flow coverage criteria include state-ment coverage, branch coverage, condition coverage, condition /decision coverage, complete path coverage, basis path coverage, Z-path coverage, and so on. The complete path coverage is one of the strongest coverage criteria. Even for a small program, the number of paths may be enormous, so the criterion has no practical application most of the time. Therefore, the coverage criteria which is relatively weak are adopted. Although the statement coverage is regarded as the most weak coverage criterion, due to its poor error detection ability, the branch coverage is actually the most weak coverage criterion [17] .
Among the control-flow coverage criteria mentioned above, basic path coverage criterion meets the branch coverage standard [18] . It is defined as follows:
If and only if path P includes V(G) paths which are linear independence, D meets the basic path coverage criterion C, that is C(m,
LI X means that all of the paths in X are linear independence. Basic path coverage is also called the coverage of Cyclomatic Complexity. The test path is generated based on the basic path coverage in this paper. i.e. by analyzing the cyclomatic complexity of the control flow graph, a set of basic paths (which are executable) is derived based on the program control flow graph (PFG) [19] .
The Principle of the Basic Path Coverage Criterion
The basic path coverage criterion was proposed by McCabe in 1976. The basis path test is also called the cyclomatic complexity test due to the cyclomatic complexity equal to the number of independent paths. In graph theory, the cyclomatic complexity is defined as V (G) =| E | ! | N | + p , in which the P is the number of the connected component. If the direction of PFG isn't in consideration, then
However, PFG is not strongly connect-ed, the solution is to add a edge from the Exit to the Entry, so that the cyclomatic complexity of the PFG is
, just equals to the number of independent paths. Normally, the edge from the Exit to the Entry in the PFG isn't introduced, but the virtual edge is assumed to exist when calculating cyclomatic complexity [19] .
The basic idea of cyclomatic complexity is similar to any vector in the vector space can be expressed by one of the baselines in this vector space in Linear Algebra. Any program's PFG can be regarded as a matrix which is called A s!|E| , in which s is the number of paths, E is the number of edge. All of the paths in the PFG of Fig. (1) are (Simplicity, Entry expressed by S, Exit expressed by E): 
, in where one row denotes one path, the column denotes the number of the path travel e1,e2,…,e8 , that is A = ( p0, p1,..., ps)
T . According to the knowledge of Linear Algebra [20] , any matrix only has one rank and less than or equal to the number of columns. This means that, no matter how many possible paths there are, the rank of matrix will not be over the edges of program control flow graph. In fact, the rank of matrix is the cyclomatic complexity of program control flow graph. The greatest of the linearly independent vectors is a vector in the vector space, which can be expressed by all of the vectors in the vector space. Corresponding to the matrix, vectors express paths and cyclomatic complexity is the number of linearly independent paths. All the paths can be expressed by some paths whose number is cyclomatic complexity.
In the case of the existence of loops, we have proved that the existence of the loop will increase the number of paths, but cyclomatic complexity will not exceed an upper limit which is the number of edge above. So the increase of paths caused by the loop will not lead to the augmentation of cyclomatic complexity.
Baseline Method
Using Gaussian Elimination, we can find out matrices' radix corresponded by the set of any given paths, i.e. the number of non-zero row vector after elimination is completed. If there is no zero-vector when elimination is completed, all the paths are linearly independent. If the vector of rank equals to it's cyclomatic complexity, the set of given paths is one of the corresponding program flow graph's radix. However, it is worth noting that, there is a corresponding vector for each path, but it is not assured that there is a corresponding path for each vector. This is very obvious, such as an addition to the first component, the rest are non-zero vector which does not exist on the path from Entry to Exit in the corresponding topology. This fact shows that we must combine with the program flow graph when the base paths are generated.
The baseline Method which is used to generate a group of the base paths has been proposed in [18] . Fig. (2) is taken as an example to illustrate its basic idea below.
In (Fig. 2) , The edges of branch are marked by T(True) and F(False) which show that the direction when running the program by different values. S and E express Entry and Exit respectively. Because all the sentences represented by nodes aren't known, we take any one path as the baseline. If 1 = T, 2 = T, 1 = F, 5 = F, then < S,1,2,3,4,1,5, E > is the baseline path. Note: If a branch node is passed again for the loop, we don't think it is a new branch node. So the value of the node needn't change to generate a new path. There are three branch nodes in the baseline path, that is 1, 2 and 5 (the second one is not branch node, because it is passed again for the loop).
While reaching the first branch node along the baseline path, we change the value of branch node 1 to generate the second path, 1 = F, and then it returns to the baseline path, so when it reaches E along the baseline path, the second path is < S,1,5, E > . At this time, the first branch node has no other values.
While reaching the second branch node along the baseline path, we change the value of branch node 2 to generate the third path, 1 = T, 2 = F, and then it returns to the baseline path, the third path is < S,1,2,4,1,5, E > . At this time, the second branch node has no other values. T and F are added to every branch in the PFG of the example above. But in fact it is not important to choose which branch each time. It is shown here only to illustrate expediently.
IMPROVEMENT OF THE BASELINE METHOD

The Basic Idea
It needs to select "typical" path that the Baseline Method's requires when selecting the baseline path. This is more suitable for manual methods, but in more complex program, determining the path of a typical baseline path manually is not easy to obtain and is prone to error. In addition, because Baseline Method begins to deal from the first branch node of baseline path, all the branch nodes in the baseline path have to store their information in the new paths which are generated by the other circumstances (such as which are the branch nodes? how many times they have been visited). Its space complexity is O(n) , average space comlexity is close to ( ) O n which can be considered to be O(n) , in which n is the number of the branch nodes in the PFG.
Considering the first question, any one path can be chosen. It is not as typical as the path in the Baseline Method, but easy to automate. To the second question, in order to avoid storing more branch nodes' information, we can use a similar depth-first algorithm, beginning to tackle from the last branch node in the baseline path. Although its space complexity still is ( ) O n , its average space complexity is (log ) O n . What's more, it can effectively avoid the repeated paths which are brought by the loop to introduce PFG. In actual testing, as a large number of nested path exist to increase the number of loops, the key to the path search algorithm is to solve the problem of loops [21] . In order to reduce the judgment of loop, the back node in the path is preferentially chosen when generating the paths (the node can be regarded as the largest number of nodes). The path which is not through the loop is generated first. Once being back to the node, the loop should be exited along the path when the path including the loop is generated.
Description of the Algorithm
According to the ideas above, at node 1, selecting 5 as a priority, and then exiting directly, so that the baseline path is < S,1,5, E > . Next, change the value of node 5, the second path is < S,1,5,6, E > . After that, change the value of node 1, selecting 5 as a priority at node 2, then return to 1. At this time returning to baseline path, to the Exit directly along the baseline path, so the third path is < S,1,2,4,1,5, E > . If the first path which is randomly generated by the algorithm above is < S,1,2,3,4,1,5 , E > , it is necessary to choose a path to exit when being through the node 1 on the second time. Now, the improved algorithm is described as follows: If nextNodeNum is Exit, the path is generated successfully, go to S2. Otherwise, go to S3; S3: Intercepting the list from S to node branchNodeNum from the baseline path marked by baselineNum as the beginning of the current path, and then to find a path to E starting from nextNodeNum at the base path marked by baselineNum, If the follow-up node is existing in the baseline path, intercepting the list from this node to E as the latter part of the current path. When confronting with the branch node, treat it with the method in S1. Go to S2. S4: The generation of baseline paths is finished.
EXPERIMENT
Take PFG-3 (Showed in Fig. 3) 4), the output on a set of basic paths is obtained as follows: According to the description of the improved algorithm, the result which are obtained from analyzing Fig. (3) is fully in keeping with the situation of the output above.
3) In order to verify the improved algorithm in respect of time complexity, PFG-3 such as Fig. (3) is taken as an instance to measure the executive time. The result is in (Table  1) .
he experimental environment of test is: CPU, Pentium 1.60GHZ; Memory,512M; Operating System, Windows XP SP3. The test results of the executive time shows that the algorithm's average time in this paper is less than that in the baseline method. Fig. (4) . The adjacency matrix G[NUM] [NUM] .
